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Waterfowl Populations and the Changing Environment
of the Illinois River Valley
Frank C. Bellrose, Fred L. Pavegllo, Jr., and Donald W. Steffeck
THE VALUE OF THE ILLINOIS
RIVER valley for waterfowl lies in its
bottomland lakes that flank the rel-
atively narrow river channel between
Spring Valley and Meredosia and be-
tween Pearl and Grafton. These lakes
originated in the most recent glaciation
(Wisconsinan), which profoundly al-
tered the ancient Mississippi and Illi-
nois rivers and created the unique Il-
linois Valley that we find today. Up
to the 1930's, the Illinois River valley
was one of the nation's outstanding
waterfowl hunting areas. Since then it
has been in a state of decline for a
variety of reasons, some of which will
be discussed here.
GEOLOGICAL HISTORY
Prior to the Wisconsinan glaciation,
the Mississippi River flowed down the
Illinois Valley below the Big Bend at
Hennepin, Illinois, by means of a now
buried channel between Bureau and
northeastern Rock Island counties
(AVillman Sc Frye 1970). About 21,000
years ago, the most recent ice sheet,
the Wisconsinan, moved westward
past the Big Bend and diverted the
Mississippi River westward to its
present channel south of Muscatine,
Iowa (Willman 1973). As the Wis-
consinan glaciation retreated, flood
waters formed the Des Plaines and
Kankakee rivers, which joined near
Chnnnahon to create the present Il-
linois River. From Channahon west-
ward to the Big Bend at Hennepin,
tlic Illinois carved a new valley. At
the Big Bend, the flood waters of the
glacial melt entered an ancient valley
of the Mississippi River and followed
this pathway southward to the present
Mississippi River at Grafton.
Because the ancient Mississippi Val-
ley liirough central Illinois had been
broailened and deepened by repeated
pre-Wisconsinan glacial melts, the Il-
linois River entered a much deeper
valley below Hennepin than was war-
ranted by its volume of water. The
valley has also been considerably filled
with sediment carried by the glacial
meltwater. This origin resulted in a
river with an luiusually low rate of
fall: 0.03 m per km (0.17 ft per mile)
between Hennepin and Pekin, and 0.02
m per km (0.13 ft per mile) from
Pekin to Meredosia. Forbes & Rich-
ardson (1920) reported that at ordinary
levels the flow varied from 2.01 to 4.02
km (1.25-2.50 miles) per hour. Since
1938, navigation dams have fmther re-
tarded the river velocity to about 1.0
km (0.6 mile) per hour (Starrett 1971).
The gentle slope of the river below
the Big Bend has resulted, during
postglacial times, in the valley's ag-
grading rather than eroding, as do
most river valleys.
The Illinois River's low volume of
flow for its channel capacity and its
low rate of fall combined to form the
imique bottomland lakes associated
witii the Illinois Valley. Under over-
flow conditions, the faster-moving wa-
ters of the channel meet the slower-
moving backwaters with the result that
sediment is deposited more rapidly
along this shear. Through eons of
time natural levees rose, like barrier
islands, to separate most of the chan-
nel waters from the adjacent bottom-
land waters. Thus evolved bottomland
lakes, or backwater lakes, as the en-
gineers term them (Fig. 1).
The very creation of bottomland
lakes also set the stage for their ex-
tinction. The sedimentation that sep-
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Fig. 1.—Illinois River north of Chillicothe, illustrating the natural banks that formed bot-
tomland lakes in the Illinois Valley. The channel is shown meandering between Babbs Slough,
Sawyer Slough, Big Meadow Lake, Wightman Lake, and Sparland Lake.
arated the lakes from the river chan-
nel is now rapidly engulfing them.
Under pristine conditions, this extinc-
tion of individual bottomland lakes
would probably have taken himdreds
of years, and while one generation of
lakes was being filled with sediment,
another generation would have been
formed by the growth of new natural
levees. Man, through intensive use of
the land, has greatly accelerated the
process.
The Illinois Valley is especially sub-
ject to sedimentation because its trib-
utary .streams fall many limes faster
than does the main stream. For ex-
ample, the slope of the .S|ioon River,
an important triljutary, varies from
0.19 to OM m per km (1-3 ft per mile)
(Evans 8: Schnepper 1977). Conse-
quently, the rivers and creeks feeding
the Illinois River transport enormous
quantities of finely suspended soils to
its waters. Since it flows more slowly,
tlie Illinois in turn deposits a sizeable
proportion of this load in its network
of bottomland lakes during floods. At
lower water stages the river waters
mingle very little with the backwater
lakes. Only Peoria Lake, through
which the river (lows, is contiiniously
exposed to transported material.
HISTORICAL CHANGES
For 150 years following Pere Mar-
quette's and Loin's Joliet's ascent of
ihc Illinois River in 167.^, its valley
was |)opulatetl largclv bv Indians and
a few white traders and irajipers. In
1823 several while families lived at the
present site of Peoria, and Chicago
was known as a military and trailing
post (Barrt)us 1910). However, the es-
tablishment of steamboating in 1S2,S
bioiighi an influx of immigrants, so
thai i)v 1810 much of the Illinois Val-
lev (ouiaincd fi-lS peo])le per square
mile.
,\fter 1810 the population of the
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valley grew apace. By 1900 there were
3.3 million people in the Illinois basin,
95 percent of which lies within the
state of Illinois. The basin embraces
slightly over half the area of the state.
To facilitate transportation, a canal
was constructed in 1848 from Lake
Michigan at Chicago to the Illinois
River at La Salle. In addition, three
low navigation dams and locks were
constructed on the Illinois River, at
Henry in 1871, at Copperas Creek near
Banner in 1877, and at La Grange in
1889. These changes appear to have
had little effect upon the natural biota
of the Illinois Valley; its lakes were
still nearly pristine.
Detailed maps of the Illinois Valley
made by J. W. Woermann, Corps of
Engineers, U.S. Army, from 1902 to
1904 indicate that slightly over one-
third of the meadows and wooded bot-
tomlands had been cleared and placed
in some form of cultivation.
During tlie late 1890's, the waters
of the Illinois River still ran compar-
atively clear. Kofoid (1903:151) de-
scribed a boat trip across a series of
bottomland lakes above Havana dur-
ing high water in late May. Despite
the high stage, waters were surprisingly
clear; aquatic and marsh plants were
besjinning to appear in abimdance,
with coontail still "at some depth be-
low the surface." In the waters of
Thompson Lake (one of the largest
lakes in the valley), Kofoid could see
schools of young fry feeding upon
plankton. Its waters were described as
"somewhat turbid but more from
plankton th.m silt." The river channel
was more turbid from silt and plank-
ton than were the adjacent lakes.
Later in the summer, Kofoid (1903:
l.')5) revisited the same lakes during
low water. He found "the backwaters
have been reduced to the lakes, sloughs,
and marshes which abound everywhere
in the bottomlands." Most of the lakes
were choked with aquatic plants or
rushes. His descriptions of bottom soils
suggest that they were composed more
of decayed plant material than of silt.
CHANGES DURING
THE PRESENT CENTURY
From 1900 to the present, the nat-
ural habitats of the Illinois Valley
have experienced a sequence of over-
lapping catastrophic events. Had the
Illinois River and its backwater lakes
been a fragile ecosystem, they would
ha\'e passed into oblivion long ago.
With varying degrees of success, the
aquatic communities of the Illinois
Valley have withstood the ravages of
man.
The first pronounced change oc-
curred in 1900 with the completion of
the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal,
which diverted water from Lake Mich-
igan and sewage effluetit from Chicago
to the Illinois River. The diversion
ranged from 82.1 cubic meters per
second (cms) (2,900 cubic feet per sec-
ond-cfs) in 1900 to 283.4 cms (10,010
cfs) in 1928; from 1900 to 1938, it av-
eraged 204.5 cms (7,222 cfs). A U.S.
Supreme Court decree limited diver-
sion to 42.5 cms (1,500 cfs) after 1938,
biu a second decree in 1961 increased
the rate to 90.6 cms (3,200 cfs).
Yearly water profiles at Peoria,
1868-1975, show that low-water levels
climbed from 131.7 m (432 ft) mean
sea level (msl) in 1899 to 132.1 m
(433.5 ft) in 1900 and 133.2 m (436.9
ft) in 1902. Until the Peoria lock
and dam became operational in 1938,
low-water levels averaged aboiu 133.5
m (138.0 ft) msl. The diversion of
water into the Illinois River appears
to have increased low-water levels at
Peoria between 1.5 and 1.8 m (5 and
6 ft). Forbes k Richardson (1919:140-
141) concluded that midsummer levels
at Havana rose an average of 1.1 m
(3.6 ft) above prediversion averages.
The diversion caused the flooding of
thousands of hectai'es of bottomland
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forest during the growing season, kill-
ing the trees and enlarging the back-
water lakes. Pin oaks and pecans,
which had grown extensively in the
valley below Peoria, were especially
vulnerable to higher water. Their loss
greatly reduced the mast food supply
for mallards and wood ducks.
Overall, though, waterfowl benefited
from tiie diversion of Lake Michigan
water as the surface areas of lakes,
sloughs, and marshes doubled. Prior
to diversion, about 21,850 ha (54,000
acres) were in bottomland water areas,
exclusive of the river channel. The
diversion of Lake Michigan water ex-
panded bottomland lakes and marshes
to slightly over 48,560 ha (120,000
acres) in the 161,878-ha (400,000-acre)
floodplain.
This expanded water area did not
persist long but shrank due to man's
next alteration of the Illinois River
valley. Levee and drainage districts,
largely initiated between 1903 and 1920,
placed 82,962 ha (205,000 acres) of bot-
tomland behind levees (Mulvihill 8c
Cornish 1929). Natural lakes and
marshes within the leveed tracts were
drained. The land in three ilrainage
districts—Partridge, Cliautauqua, and
Big Prairie, aggregating 3,238 ha (8,000
acres)—was not farmed successfully and
reverted to a seminatural state (Fig. 2).
Ironically, this drainage district loss in-
creased the lake and marsh smface area
to about 28,329 ha (70,000 acres), more
than the predi version 21,854 ha (54,000
acres). Irretrievably lost to waterfowl
were the pin oak and pecan groves that
had provided important food resources
during floods.
At the same time that Illinois Valley
lakes were being altered by the cre-
ation of levees and drainage districts,
the aquatic biota was being threatened
by yet another serious menace—that of
mban wastes discliargcd into the Illi-
nois River. Although a small amount
of pollution had occurred before 1900.
the opening of the Chicago Sanitary
and Ship Canal in 1900 created a prob-
lem of catastrophic proportions for the
river and its backwater lakes above
Peoria (Mills et al. 1966). At first only
the extreme upper reaches (above Mar-
seilles) were affected. However, the
zone of pollution steadily moved down-
stream luitil by 1922 the upper Illinois
was essentially a dead river, devoid of
important aquatic life as far south as
Chillicothe (Mills et al. 1966).
Extensive beds of pondweeds, wild
celery, and coontail, present in Peoria
Lake between 1910 and 1914, had
largely tlisappeared by 1920 (Richard-
son 1921). In 1921, Peoria Lake con-
tained slight growths of pondweeds and
algae, so little as to be overlooked by
the casual observer (Purdy 1930).
A decline in urban and industrial
pollution began with the operation of
treatment plants by the Chicago San-
itary District in 1922. Pollution con-
trol was aided by the navigation dams
tliat became operational in the upper
river in 1933. These dams reduced the
rate of flow, thereby resulting in bac-
terial decomposition of waste products
witliin a shorter distance downstream.
A gradual reduction in the urban pol-
lution of the Illinois River has contin-
ued to the present time (Richard
Sparks, Illinois Natural History Sur-
vey, personal comnuuiication).
The 9-foot (2.7-m) waterway for nav-
igation became operational above the
Starved Rock lock and dam in 1933 ami
below that point in 1938. The water-
way below Starved Rock was created
by dredging the channel deeper ami
raising tlie water levels by dams al
Peoria, below Bcardstown. and on the
Mississippi River at Alton.
Even as the inbaii and industrial pol-
lution abated, tlie Illinois River and
its lakes were subjected to yet another
degradation, that of pollution from
sedimentation. Tlie ]3ermanent and in-
siilious nature of silt pollution makes
it more iiannful ih.in url).ui polluiion:
ailiiougii not as ap])arenl, it is aciumu-
lativc.
I'his report examines the role ol
I
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Fig. 2.—A portion of the abandoned Partridge Levee District located at the northern
end of Upper Peoria Lake across from Chillicothe, showing a leveed area (center) dewatered
for moist-soil plant development.
sediiiieiuation in tlic Illinois Valley:
its eflects on a(|uatii, niaisli, and moist-
soil ]jlants and its eficds upon water-
low! abmulance.
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METHODS
Three diverse aspects of Illinois
River habitat were measured for this
report: (1) the rate of sedimentation
in various bottomland lakes, (2) the
abundance and distribution of aquatic,
marsh, and moist-soil plants, and (3)
the abundance of waterfowl as related
to the availability of aquatic and moist-
soil vegetation and mollusks (Fig. 3).
SEDIMENTATION
Reports on the sedimentation of
three bottomland lakes have been is-
sued by personnel of the Illinois State
Water Survey (M. T. Lee. 1976. Sedi-
ment deposition of Lake Chautauqua,
Havana, Illinois. Unpublished Xe-
roxed report. M. T. Lee and J. B.
Stall. 1976. Sediment deposition in
Lake DePue, DePue, Illinois and its
implications for future lake manage-
ment. Unpublished Xeroxed report.
M. T. Lee, J. B. Stall, and T. A. Butts.
1976. The 1975 sediment survey of
Lake Meredosia, Meredosia, Illinois.
Unpublished Xeroxed report). In ad-
dition, we made sedimentation studies
on these lakes: Senachwine, Sawmill,
Billsbach, Sparland, Wightman, Babbs
Slough, Upper Peoria, Rice, Chautau-
qua, Anderson, and Meredosia.
Comparisons between present-day
water depths and earlier readings were
possible because of soimdings con-
ducted in the Illinois Valley in 1902-
1904 by J. W. Woermann, Assistant
Engineer, Corps of Engineers, U.S.
Army. Differences in water depths of
lakes, sloughs, and marshes were used
to determine the amount of sedimen-
tation that has occurred during an in-
terval of 73-75 years.
Fortimately, at three lakes sedimen-
tation could be separated into two
periods during this time span. At Lake
Chautauqua, Stall k Melsted (1951)
studied sedimentation between 1926
and 1950, and Lee (1976 impublished)
studied it during 1950-1976. The
Peoria Project Office, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, took soundings of Peoria
Lake in 1965. These studies enabled us
to calcidate the sedimentation at Peoria
Lake for two periods: 1903-1965 and
1966-1976. Soundings of Meredosia
Bay were taken in 1956 by the State
Division of Water Resources and by
us in February 1978. Sedimentation
rates were calculated for the periods
1903-1956 and 1957-1978.
WATER DEPTH
In our 1976 and 1977 soundings, 3-
10 transects were established across
each lake. Depths along the transects
were taken at approximate intervals of
77.7 m (85 yards) except in Upper Pe-
oria Lake, where the interval was 228.6
m (250 yards). The depth of water was
related to the river stage (i.e., to the
nearest gauge reading adjusted for the
slope of the river). From these data the
mean sea level (msl) elevation of each
lake bottom was derived. The eleva-
tions of lake bottoms on the 1902-1904
y. W. Woermann maps were based
upon the Mempliis Datum (MD). The
Memphis Datiun was an arbitrary el-
evation at Memphis, Tenn., used as a
reference point in measuring other el-
evations. The Memphis Datimi was
converted to msl (1929 general adjust-
ment) by subtracting a correction fac-
tor varying from 2.26 to 2.27 m (7.43-
7.45 ft) depending upon the location of
the bench marks.
The areas of bottomland lakes in the
Illinois River valley were detcrmineil
by using a planimeter to measure
the basin areas as delineated by the
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wooded-vegetation line on the U.S. series of the Woemiann 1902-1904
Army Corps of Engineers 1933 revised maps.
LAKE MICHIGAN
Swan and Flat
MISSOURI
ST, LOUIS
25
MILES
50
50
KILOMETERS
Fig. 3.—Map of the Illinois River valley, showing many of the bottonnland lakes included
in this study of wetland plants, sedimentation, and waterfowl abundance.
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WETLAND VEGETATION
The areas of waterfowl food plants
(aquatic, marsh, and moist-soil species)
were taken from maps drawn by Frank
Bellrose, 1938-1953, and by Forrest
Loomis, 1955-1957. Waterfowl food
plant beds were plotted by rough tri-
angulation on the base maps provided
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1933 map series scaled 1:12000 (Bell-
rose 1941). Later vegetation maps pre-
pared for 1959 and 1976 were based
upon aerial photographs interpreteil
by Bellrose.
Mapped plant beds were measured
by planimeter to determine their sizes
in acres. To weight areas devoid of
vegetation, acreages of plants were di-
vided by the acreage of the bottomland
lake basin mapped each year to obtain
the percentage of the area covered by
waterfowl food plants. To compare an-
nual changes in vegetation composi-
tion, the abundance of each plant spe-
cies was determined and related to the
entire lake basin. The measuretl acre-
age of each lake basin varied slightly
from year to year, depending upon the
specific area mapped. Recent informa-
tion on the status of wetland plants on
Gilbert and Swan lakes was derived
from the files of the Mark Twain Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge, Quincy, Illi-
nois.
WATERFOWL POPULATIONS
Censuses of waterfowl were taken in
the Illinois Valley 1938-1970 by Frank
Bellrose and 1971-1976 by Robert
Crompton. However, the data are bet-
ter since 1949, when a light aircraft
made it possible to cover the valley
completely 1 day each week from 1 Oc-
toljer to 1 December. Waterfowl num-
bers oijtained from the weekly censuses
were multiplied by seven to obtain the
duck-days of use for each fall.
MOIST-SOIL WATER-LEVEL
AND WATER-STABILITY
INDICES
To evaluate the relationship of river
levels to the abiuuiance of wetland
plants, a growth-period index was es-
tablished for wetland plants and a
water-level index was established bv
computing weekly averages from daily
water-level gauge readings.
We converted National Oceanic and
.\tmospheric Administration Environ-
mental Data and Information Service
daily gauge readings to weekly aver-
ages. Because of tiie sluggish nature of
the river, weekly averages adequateK
reflect its rise and fall.
The growth-period index was based
upon the assumption that the earliest
low-water stage that could benefit wet-
land plants is 12 18 June, the latest,
14-20 August. After that date too few
days remain before the average date of
the first heavy frost for plants to pro-
duce a meaningfid amount of seeds.
The weeks of this 10-week period were
ranked in descending order with the
week of 12-18 June ranked 10 and that
of 14-20 August ranked 1.
Weekly average gauge readings were
assigned water-level index values that
increased as the water level receded
from the wooded shoreline, exposing
an area of lake basin for the tlevelop-
ment of moist-soil plants. The lower
the river level, the larger the assigned
water-level index. Water levels at or
above the wooded shoreline were desig-
nated as 0. The upper limits of the
wooded shoreline elevation on the
Henry gauge is 135.0 m (443 ft) msl
and on tiie Havana gauge it is 133.2 ni
(437 ft) msl.
Each water-level index was multi-
plied by the growth-period index. The
resulting products were squared and
then totaled for the 10-week period.
The result is the Moist-Soil AVater-
Lcvcl Index. The products were
squared because the exposure of muil
rials is exponentially rather than lin-
early related to declining water levels.
With the exception of Peoria Lake,
lake basins of the Illinois River are
shallow and platier shaped. Therefore.
as water levels decline, an ever larger
proportion of the lake basin is exposed
as unid flats.
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The Moist-Soil Water-Level Index
was first compared with the moist-soil
vegetation acreage over a 22-year pe-
riod, 1938-1959, by linear regression.
Secondly, the Moist-Soil Water-Level
Index was compaied by linear regres-
sion with the fall duck-day use of Illi-
nois Valley lakes, 1949-1976.
On the other hand, to evaluate the
effect of water levels on aquatic aiitl
marsh plants, a Water-Stability Index
was calcidated. A level 0.6 in (2 ft)
above the prevailing low-water stage
was judged to be optimum for aquatic
plants. The absolute values of devi-
ations from this level, based upon
weekly gauge averages, were totaled for
the growing season. The larger the
Water-Stability Index, the more adverse
were conditions for aquatic and marsh
plant development.
WATERFOWL FOOD
RESOURCES
A preliminary report on the water-
fowl food resources of the Illinois Val-
ley and the factors affecting them dur-
ing the 1938-1940 period was made
by Bellrose (1941). We present here
those findings and others made since
then.
From the earlier study (Bellrose 1941)
it is apparent that the four most im-
portant factors affecting the abundance
of duck food plants in bottomland
lakes of the Illinois River are (1) fluc-
tuating water levels, (2) turbidity, (3)
water depth, and (4) competition by
other plants that provide little or no
duck food.
In the present study we sought to
examine further the effects of each of
tliese factors upon the vegetation of
valley lakes, but we also recognize that
all of the factors are interrelated. Tur-
bidity stems from sedimentation, which
in turn alters water depth and may en-
courage the growth of some weed .spe-
cies at the expense of more beneficial
plants. When the river rises, more sed-
iment is deposited and turbidity in-
creases.
Fluctuating water levels can affect
waterfowl habitats in opposite ways.
Uncontrolled fluctuations result in min-
imal development of aquatic, marsh,
and moist-soil plants. However, con-
trolled fluctuations can result in highly
productive food resources if they occur
within the optimimi 120-day summer
growing period.
Because the degree of control of wa-
ter levels is so important to the water-
fowl food plant resources of the Illinois
Valley, we have separated bottomland
lakes into four classes according to
their association with the river (Ta-
ble 1):
Class I, areas whose water levels
are completely controlled by chang-
ing river levels
Class II, areas that are separated
from the river at low water stages
Class III, areas that remain sep-
arated from the river up to flood
stage, when the river begins to over-
top its natural banks
Class IV, areas that are above the
river's designated flood stage (bank
full)
Class III areas are further categorized
according to management practices:
Class IIIA, areas where water levels are
stabilized at an optimum level below
flood stage for aquatic and marsh
plants, and Class IIIB, areas where the
lake is dewatered for optimum produc-
tion of moist-soil plants.
Under severe flooding all areas but
Spring Lake, near Pekin, come under
the influence of the river. The entire
.'>20-ha (1,285-acre) basin of Spring Lake
is separated from the river by high
levees; water control structures added
in 1977 will make it possible in the fu-
ture to manipulate water levels on 261
ha (645 acres) of Spring Lake.
Other wetlands are separated to vary-
ing degrees from the influence of the
river, either becau.se of the elevation
and formation of their basins, or be-
cause low levees isolate the areas. Low
levees have been built by private duck
clubs, the Illinois Department of Con-
.servation, and the U..S. Fish and Wild-
life Service to provide .some low-level
water control on wetlands under their
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respective ownerships. Most of the
structures isolating tlie river waters are
no higlier than the natural banks of
the river. Pumps are frequently em-
ployed to assist in the dcwatering and
rellooding of impounded wetlands.
Table 1.—Surface areas of Illinois River valley lakes in relation to the degree of separation
from the influence of the river, 1977.' Figures are in hectares (2.471 acres/hectare).
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The arrangement of levees often sep-
arates wetlands into more than one
category. Through tlie years 1938-
1977, the percentage of the lake basins
Table 1. Continued
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associated with the river has changed
as some levees have been destroyed by
floods and as others have been newly
constructed. Table 1 shows the waters
in the four categories of control as of
the summer of 1977. However, for pur-
poses of evaluating wetland vegetation
in association with water levels, the de-
gree of water level control at the time
of the study is discussed. Local aher-
ations in water level were made on cer-
tain lakes during this period, compli-
cating their evaluation.
RIVER LEVELS
Three navigation dams, at Peoria,
La Grange, and Alton, influence water
levels, and thus bottomland lakes, in
the Illinois River valley. These dams
began operation late in 1938 and have
influenced river levels and vegetation
from the 1939 growing season to the
present.
Although the Alton dam is on the
Mississippi River 24.1 km (15 miles)
below the mouth of the Illinois River,
its navigational influence extends 128.7
km (80 miles) up the Illinois to the La
Grange lock and dam. Similarly, the
La Grange navigation pool extends
125.5 km (78 miles) to the Peoria lock
and dam, and the Peoria navigation
pool extends 117.5 km (73 miles) to
the Starved Rock lock and dam near
Utica. Other navigation dams—Mar-
.seilles, Dresden Island, Kraiulon Road,
and Lockport—form adilitional naviga-
tion pools upstream, but they are only
of incidental concern in this report.
Because of its great height, which re-
sulted in raising the river level 8.4 m
(27.7 ft), the ,*\llon dam has had the
most influence on the water levels of
lakes upstream from the mouth of the
Illinois River. Both La Cirange and
Peoria are low-level ilams, 3.0 m (10 ft)
ami 3.4 m (11 ft), respectively, and have
had relatively minor cllects upon ri\cr
levels. Of course, as with all ilams,
their greatest control over river levels
is at the clam site, and their influence
upstream dcdines according to their
height and the rate of fall of their
pools. River control progressively de-
clines to the tailwaters of the next dam
upstream, where water levels behave
aboiu as they did in preimpoiuidment
days.
As far as we can ascertain, the Alton
dam has little influence over river lev-
els above Pearl, the La Grange dam
above Havana, and the Peoria clam
above Henry. One reason that they ap-
pear to have had so little influence on
present-day water levels is that when
they became operational in 1938 the
diverted flow of water from Lake Mich-
igan into the Illinois River was reduced
from 14I.f3 cms (5.000 cfs) to 42.5 cms
(1,500 cfs). In 1961, the discharge was
raised to 90.6 cms (3,200 cfs). Both the
Havana and Henry gauges are about
midway in their respective navigation
pools, and they thus provide the best
record of changing water le\els that in-
fluence wetland plants.
We consider the period 15 Jiuie-12
October to be the most favorable season
for the development of marsh, aquatic,
and moist-soil plants. ,\n earlier period
^voulcl he still better lor ac^uatics, but
the earlier the date, the less likely is
low water, because of spring floods.
The minimum period of dewatering
(between 15 June and 12 Octolier)
within which moist-soil plants can pro-
duce mature seed (although not at top
yields) is 70 clays.
A review of river levels at Henry,
1938-1976, shows that during the
period 15 Jiuie-12 October seasonal
means ranged from 1.2 to 2.3 m (3.8-
7.5 ft) (Table 2). Downstream at Ha-
vana during the same period, seasonal
means ranged more widely, from 1.8
to 3.6 m' (5.9-11.9 ft) (Table 2).
This greater fluctuation results from
large iribiuary streams adding their
sizeable discharges to the Illinois River
between Peoria and Ha\ana.
The weekly mean gauge records for
15 Jiuie-12 October were averaged for
each year, and siand.nci deviations
were computed. The lower the mean
and its standard deviation, the more
mud Hats were exposed, and the longer
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Table 2.—Water level fluctuations (in meters) in the Illinois River
15 June and 12 October, 1938-1976.
at two stations between
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to facilitate our discussion, we use the
following groups.
The lakes are grouped according to
their water-level stability (Classes I-IV)
and by periods: 1938-1942, 1943, and
1944-1959. The highest flood on rec-
ord occurred during May and June of
1943. We sought to determine the ef-
fect of this tremendous flood on wet-
land vegetation both in the year it oc-
curred and in following years.
Table 3 lists the areas covered by
wetland plants in six lakes connected
with the river at all stages (Class I)
from 1938 to 1942. River bulrush was
the most abundant species, covering an
average of 7.3 percent of the lake
basins; American lotus averaged 6.1
percent; and marsh smartweed and
thick potato each had about 2 percent.
Other wetland species were of only
minor occurrence, and all species to-
gether covered only 24.2 percent of the
lake basins.
Average areas covered by wetland
plants in six lakes that were separated
from the river by barriers at moclerately
low stages (Class II) are shown in Ta-
i)le 4. Many of the plant species in
these lakes belong to an ecological com-
Table 3.—The average abundance by area of wetland plants in bottomland lakes connected
with the Illinois River at all water stages (Class I), 1938—1942. Figures are in hectares (2.471
acres/hectare).
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Fig. 4.—Extensive mud flats exposed on the west shore of Lake Chautauqua (Class II) a
few miles north of Havana. Mud flats like these are colonized by plant species that belong to
an ecological community termed moist-soil plants.
Fig. 5.—Lush stands of moist-soil plants at Spring Lake. These stands occurred when mud
flats were exposed early during the summer growing season, 1978.
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munity associated with mud flats, and
are termed moist-soil plants (Fig. 4 and
5). These plants include: teal grass;
rice cutgrass; wild, Japanese, and
Walter's millet; nmgrasses; nodding
and largeseed smartweed; water hemp;
cocklebiirs; and Spanish needles. They
covered II. 3 percent of the lake basins
in 1938-1942, and 13.3 percent in
1944-1959. In contrast, the moist-soil
species present in Class I lakes (Table
3) were limited to rice cutgrass, wild
millet, nntgrasses, nodding smartweed,
and water hemp; they aggregated a
mere I.l percent of those lake basins
from 1938 to 1942.
Arrowleaf covered averages of 0.8
and 1.8 percent of the Class II lake
basins in 1938-1942 and 1 944-1 959, re-
spectively. In both Class I and Class II
lakes river bulrush covered almost the
same average proportion of lake basins
(7.3 and 5.3 percent, respectively), but
American lotus expanded its coverage
from 6.1 percent in Class I lakes to 17.1
percent in Class II lakes. Increases also
occurred in the areas covered by
aquatic pondweeds, southern naiad,
waterweed, and coontail: they totaled
5.2 percent of Class II lake basins,
1938-1942, and 12.2 percent, 1944-1959,
up from 2.5 percent present during the
former period in Class I lakes. From
1938 to 1942 marsh smartweed more
than doubled in abundance in Class II
over Class I lakes, ijut duck potato was
less abundant (probably because of
competition with marsh smartweed).
All wetland plants coveretl 46.8 percent
of Class II lakes in 1938-1942, and 58.4
percent in 1944-1959.
Class III lakes are only alTectcd by
river levels when flood waters top the
natural banks that lie ijetwcen lake
and river. Four lakes in Class IIIA
were studied during 1938-1959 (Table
5). Species of wetland plants in Class
IIIA lakes were similar to those found
in C;iass II lakes; moreover, the propor-
tion of wetland vegetation in the lake
basins was similar to the percentage
(46.8) in Class II lakes during the first
period (48.9 percent) but was less in
the second period (36.5 percent).
However, there were pronounced dif-
ferences in the relative abinidance of
certain species of plants between Class
IIIA and Class II lakes. Pondweeds,
southern naiad, and waterweed were
more abundant in Class III,-\ lakes, cov-
ering 7.8 percent of the lake basins in
1938-1942, and 9.6 percent in 1949-
1959. compared with 2.3 and 5.0 per-
cent, respectively, in Class II lakes
(Fig. 6). Coontail was more abundant
in Class IIIA lakes than in Class II
lakes during the first period but was
less abundant in the Class IIIA lakes
than in Class II lakes during the second
period (Table 5). Wild rice and
pickerel weed, unusual marsh plants in
Illinois, were noticeably present prior
to the 1943 flood. River bulrush was
also proportionately more abiuidant in
Class III,\ lakes than in lakes of the
other classes.
Moist-soil plants were almost absent
(0.6 percent) from Class III.A lakes dur-
ing the first period and of slight abini-
dance during the second period (3.7
percent), much less than in Class II
lakes.
Class IIIB lakes must be de^^•atered
by 1 .August in central Illinois to
produce moist-soil plants consistently.
Otherwise, the growing season is too
short for the plants to mature and pro-
duce an abuniiant seed crop. Dewater-
ing b\ 15 July provides a still more
fa\orablc growing perioil. Prolongetl
spring floods mav make dewatering in-
feasii)le in certain vcars, and mitisiun-
nicr Hoods uiav wipe out moist-soil
plants well along in growth. Some
(loods occur so late that the time re-
maining in the growing season is too
short for the de\elopmcnt of another
plant generation.
Table 6 shows wetland vegetation
areas, averaged for a number of years,
at three Class 1 1 Hi lakes. Moist-soil
species covered 41.7 percent of the lake
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Fig, 6.—Abundant growth of aquatic plants, primarily coontail, present in Rice Lake (Class
IIIA) during the summer of 1953
Table 6.—The average abundance by area of wetland plants in bottomland lakes separated
from the Illinois River at levels below flood stage and intensively managed by dewatering
(Class IIIB), 1946-1959. Figures are in hectares (2.471 acres/hectare).
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basins, and 6.2 percent was covered by
other species. Artificially sown Jap-
anese millet composed nearly half of
all moist-soil plants; the other species
occurred naturally. Nutgrasses, rice
cutgrass, teal grass, water hemp, and
Walter's millet and wild millet were
the principal species, listed in descend-
ing order of abundance.
Marsh plants—river bulrush (3.1 per-
cent), arrowleaf (1.3 percent), marsh
smartweed (1.0 percent), and duck po-
tato (0.2 percent)—aggregated 5.6 per-
cent (Table 6) in Class IIIB, a much
smaller proportion of the area than
they covered in other classes of lakes.
Aquatic plants were almost nonexis-
tent in Class IIIB lakes. Longleaf and
sago pondweed (0.1 percent and trace,
respectively) and American lotus (0.6
percent) totaled only 0.7 percent of the
lake basins. These aquatics occurred
because the lakes were never completely
drained; usually from one-third to one-
half of the lake basin retained a shal-
low residue of water surrounded by
bare mud flats and shoreward, by zones
of moist-soil plants.
EVALUATION OF THE
SEVERANCE OF LAKES
FROM THE RIVER
Data presented in Tables 3-6 show
that the greater the separation of the
lake basin from the Illinois River, the
more productive the lake was of wet-
land plants. Although after the 1943
flood, the percentage of the lake basins
covered by aquatic and marsh plants in
Class IIIA lakes declined below levels
in Class II lakes, this difference oc-
curred for other reasons that will be
discussed later imder water deptii and
turbidity.
Not only did the quantity of wetland
plants increase with the degree of isola-
tion from the river water, but the ()ual-
ity of vegetation for waterfowl food
also improved. In Class I lakes, river
bulrush, American lotus, and marsh
smartweed made up 64 percent of the
wetland plants, but their production of
waterfowl food was minute (Low &
Bellrose 1944).
River bulrush produces a negligible
amount of seeds; American lotus pro-
duces a moderate seed crop, but its
seeds are too hard for ducks to eat dur-
ing the fall (Bellrose &; Anderson 1943);
and marsh smartweed fails to produce
seed when growing out of water (Low
k Bellrose 1944), as it does in most
Class I lakes.
Class II lakes produced more moist-
soil plants than did Class III.\ lakes,
but Class IIIA had a greater abundance
of aquatic and marsh plants. The
maximum waterfowl food plant pro-
duction occurred in Class IIIB lakes
because of the extensive development
of moist-soil vegetation resulting from
controlled drawdowns of water. Most
moist-soil plants yield large crops of
seed (Low &: Bellrose 1944) that are
preferred foods of most dabbling ducks
(Bellrose &: Anderson 1943).
Plants most typical of all classes of
Illinois Valley lakes are river bidrush,
American lotus, and marsh smartweed.
These species in their respective niches
are obviously the most adaptable to a
regimen of fluctuating water levels.
Within each class of lakes, the abun-
dance of wetland plants changes from
year to year as the water level fluctu-
ations vary.
EVALUATION OF SEASONAL
CHANGES IN BOTTOMLAND
LAKE WATER LEVELS
Effects on Moist-Soil Plants
A comparison of the yearly Moist-
Soil Water-I.evcl Index (described un-
der Methods) and the development of
uioist-.soil plants in the lake basins of
tlie lower Illinois River valley is shown
in Fig. 7. (At the time of the study,
nuul Hats were not extensively exposed
in the \alley above Peoria because the
Peoria lock and dam had raised water
levels.) As the yearly Moist-Soil Water-
Level Index rose, the proportion of all
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Fig. 7.—The linear relationship of the
Moist-Soil Water-Level Index to the abun-
dance of moist-soil plants per hectare of lake
basin in the Illinois River valley.
lake basins covered with moist-soil
plants likewise increased. The coef-
ficient of determination (R^ = 0.62) in-
dicates tliat about 60 percent of the
annual coverage of moist-soil plants
was related to the Moist-Soil Water-
Level Intlex.
Small rises in water during the
growing season of moist-soil plants
destroyed extensive areas of these
plants, the extent depending upon the
lieight of the rise and the lateness of
the season. The havoc that these mid-
sununer fluctuations wrought on the
development of moist-soil plant beds
is only partially measured by the Moist-
Soil Water-Level Index and is the
])rincipal reason that it accounted for
only 60 percent of the plants' coverage
of lake ijasins. Once eradicated by
a brief inundation, moist-soil plants
might not have sufficient time to regen-
erate, or mud flat areas might be re-
duced.
Effects on Aquafic and
Marsh Plants
Through the years, 1938-1959, only
a small coefficient of determination oc-
curred between the area covered yearly
by aquatic and marsh plants and the
yearly variation in the seasonal fluc-
tuation of water levels. The Water-
Stability Index for seasonal stability
on all lakes studied compared with the
development of marsh vegetation gave
a coefficient of determination of 0.11
(11 percent of the variable accounted
for by fluctuating levels); for aquatic
plants it was 0.108 (10.8 percent).
Two items were proposed for further
analysis: (1) Water levels had various
effects on aquatic and marsh plants in
different lakes that we attributed to
difl^erent elevations and bottom topog-
raphies of the lake basins. (2) Factors
other than the degree of water-level
stability appeared to be more impor-
tant in regulating the growth of
aquatic and marsh plants.
To evaluate further the effects that
yearly variation in the fluctuation of
water levels had on aquatic and marsh
plants, we examined particular Class
IIIA lakes more closely.
Lake Chautauqua.—One of our
longest series of aquatic plant studies
was made at Lake Chautauqua, a
national wildlife refuge. The 1,416-ha
(3,500-acre) lake is enclosed by levees
that minimize low-water fluctuations.
A spillway at 133.4 m (437.5 ft) msl
permitted river waters above that
Iieight to enter the lake during the
years of the study. Unfortunately, ref-
uge gauge records are available for
only 8 of the 14 years studied.
The Water-Stability Index for those
8 years was compared to the occurrence
of sago pondweed by linear regression.
The coefficient of determination was
0.31, suggesting that water stability ac-
counted for aboiu 30 percent of the
yearly change in abundance of sago
pondweed. American lotus, coontail,
river bulrush, and duck potato showed
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only a slight correlation between their
abundance and the Water-Stability
Index.
The highest flood on record in the
Illinois River valley occurred in late
May 1943. At Lake Chautauqua the
flood crested on 25 May, 5.3 m (17.5
ft) above the normal lake level. It
inundated other Class IIIA lakes to
similar depths. Vegetation studies were
made in late summer after the water
level had returned to normal.
The flood eradicated all pondweeds
from Lake Chautauqua (Table 5);
coontail declined greatly in 1943 and
never recovered in subsequent years;
marsh smartweed and river bidrush
also suffered losses in abundance that
were never regained. American lotus
increased in abundance but subse-
quently died out in the early 1960's.
Rice Lake.—At Rice Lake, coontail
abiuidance increased markedly in 1943,
apparently because of less competition
from American lotus (Table 5). The
high water lessened the area of river
bidrush on lower sites, enabling marsh
smartweed to invade stands of bulrush
and increase in abundance. Flood wa-
ters submerged the growing plants of
lotus so deeply that they failed to re-
cover after the water subsided, perhaps
enabling white water lily to increase.
Cuba Island.—Flood waters adversely
aff^ected the abundance of rice cut-
grass, coontail, and American lotus at
Cuba Island (Table 5). Marsh smart-
weed, however, increased as competi-
tion from other plants decreased.
Flat, Swan, and Gilbert Lakes.—
Flat, Swan, and Gilbert lakes, part of
the Calhoun Division of the Mark
Twain National Wildlife Refuge, lie
in the lower Illinois River valley a few
miles above the river's confluence with
the Mississippi River.
Several relatively small lakes oc-
curred there before 1939. At that time
the Alton navigation dam raised water
levels, increasing the lakes' surface area
from 445 to 1,943 ha (1,100-4,800
acres). By 1941, wetland plants had
developed in a sizeable area where lit-
tle but lotus had grown before the
expansion of Flat, Swan, and Gilbert
lakes in 1939 (Table 7).
However, the flood of 1943 caused a
marked reduction in wetland vegeta-
tion, and the plants appeared late in
the growing season after the flood had
subsided. The comeback of wetland
plants was retarded in 1944 by another
high flood in the late spring.
During most of the 1960's, sago and
longleaf pondweeds, southern naiad,
and coontail flourished in Swan Lake.
Beds of these acjuatics aggregated 405
ha (1,000 acres) in 1965, but a late
September flood reduced their fall
availability to waterfowl. A high flood
in April and a minor one in June
Table 7.—The abundance by area of wet-
land plants at Flat, Swan, and Gilbert lakes.
1941-1944. Figures are in hectares (2.471
acres/hectare).
Species
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1967 resulted in turbid water through
much of the growing season, limiting
the growth of submerged aquatics but
not that of American lotus or duck po-
tato. Stable water levels prevailed dur-
ing the growing season and fall of
1968, promoting an excellent growth
of sago and longleaf pondweeds, south-
ern naiad, and coontail.
Three floods occurred in 1969:
spring, July, and October. After the
spring flood, beds of submerged
aquatics and American lotus began
to ap]5ear, only to be destroyed by
high, turbiil water in July. In spite
of favorable water levels in 1971 and
1976, acpiatic plants did not reestablish
themselves in Flat and Swan lakes.
Large depositions of new sediments
were resuspended by wave and fish ac-
tivity, greatly increasing turbidity.
Yearly fluctuations in water levels
liave an influence on aquatic and
marsh plants, but such fluctuations
are less important to the welfare of
tiiese plants than they are to moist-
soil species. It is also apparent that
factors other than water-level stability
have influenced the growth of aquatic
and marsh plants. Therefore, we eval-
uated several other factors.
CHANGES IN WATER DEPTHS
Semipermanent changes in water
deptji profoundly affected the vegeta-
tion at several Illinois Valley lakes:
Rice, Douglas, Spring, and Anderson.
Rice Lake
In 194.5 an earthen dam was con-
structed at the outlet of Rice Lake,
increasing its normal minimimi depth
l)y 0.4 m (1.3 ft). In 195.3 the dam was
raised an additional 0.5 m (1.5 ft) and
another 0.4 m (1..3 ft) in 1961.
These increases in water level at
Rice Lake severely altered its plant
communities. With a depth increase of
0.4 m (1..3 ft) in 1945, river bulrush de-
clined from covering over 33 percent
of the basin to merely 1.7 and 1.0 per-
cent in 1950 and 1953, respectively
(Table 8). With low water levels in
1977 and 1978, aboiu 10.1 ha (25 acres)
of river bulrush have become reestab-
lished. The abiuidance of marsh smart-
weed varied from year to year with
spring water conditions; it covered a
larger area in 1955-1956 after the wa-
ter was raised an additional 0.5 m (1.5
ft) during 1953. Marsh smartweed in-
vaded areas formerly occupied by river
bidrush but could not tolerate the ris-
ing water and disappeared in the
1960's.
American lotus declined in abun-
dance from 15.1 percent of the Rice
Lake area in 1944 to a trace in 1956
antl none in 1957. Small beds of lotus
reappeared in 1977 and 1978 as water
levels were lowered.
In the 1950's, coontail markedly in-
creased in area as a result of the deeper
water (Table 8). It invaded areas va-
cated by declining beds of lotus and
river bulrush. However, the disap-
pearance of river bidrush and lotus
increasingly exposed a greater expanse
of open water to wave action. Waves
resuspend highly organic bottom ma-
terials, causing the waters to become
much more turbid than before. As a
residt of increased turbidity, coontail
vanished from Rice Lake in the mid-
1960's and lias not become reestab-
lished.
White water lily increased in abun-
dance as competition from lotus less-
ened and as water levels remained
more stable. However, it could not
tolerate the increasing wave action and
turl)idity of the early 1960's and even-
tually disappeared from the lake.
Douglas Lake
Witii the inauguration of the Peoria
lock and dam in December 1938, the
minimum water level at Douglas Lake
was raised aliout 0.6 m (2 ft). At that
time the area supported the largest
river bulrush marsh in the state (364.1
ha, 899.7 acres; Table 9). Over the
24 Illinois Natural History Survey Bulletin VoL 32, Art. 1
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next 2 years the river bulrush area in-
creased slightly, encroaching on the
black willow zone as a result of the
increased water depth. Then the
higher water level began to have an
effect; river bulrush declined from
414.0 ha (1,023 acres) in 1940 to 231.3
ha (571.5 acres) in 1959 and 199.1 ha
(492 acres) in 1976.
Wave action increased turbidity as
the retreat of the river bulrush left an
expanding area of open water on the
lake. By the 1950's, the several pond-
weeds and coontail had disappeared
(Table 5). Marsh smartweed increased
to 7.4 percent of the lake basin in 1941,
as it invaded beds of river bulrush, but
the increased water depth eventually
extirpated it in the early 1950's. Wild
rice became much reduced in area;
only 1.6 ha (4.0 acres) were found in
1956 and none thereafter. Pickerel
weed was gone by 1950 and failed to
reappear in subsequent years (Table
9). White water lily increased as a
result of the greater depth, reaching
a peak in 1942 when 5 percent of the
lake basin was covered (Table 9).
White water lily decrea.sed to only 1.1
percent of the basin in 1950 and dis-
appeared thereafter. There was much
yearly variation in the abundance of
American lotus, but none was found
in 1959, 1976, and 1977; only small
l)eds appeared in other years. Appar-
ently the increased wave action and
turbidity were responsible for reducing
tlie abundance of both aquatic and
marsh plants.
Spring Lake
Spring Lake is a remnant of a large
bottomland lake leveed and drained
for a.griculture in 1910. Because it
was isolated from the Illinois River by
a large levee and fed by spring waters.
Spring Lake enjoyed highly stable wa-
ter levels, and it contained extensive
beds of aquatic plants in 1938 and 1941
(Table 10). In 1958 the lake level was
raised 0.9 m (3 ft), doubling the lake
Table 10.
—The abundance by area of
aquatic and marsh plants at Spring Lake,
Tazewell County, 1938, 1941, and 1976!
Figures are in hectares (2.471 acres/hectare).
Species
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low-water levels. This stabilization ap-
parently enhanced growing conditions
for coontail, for it was noticeably more
abundant during 1955-1959 than in
1938-1939 (Table 4). Depths over
much of the lake ranged from 50.8 to
101.6 cm (20^0 inches).
The lake level was raised 0.5 m (1.5
ft) in 1958 and an additional 0.5 m
(1.5 ft) in 1964. American lotus disap-
peared from the lake in 1959 and has
been virtually absent since. Coontail
began decreasing in abundance in 1959
and by 1965 had all but disappeared
from the lake. Marsh smartweed at
first invaded areas vacated by willows
as they retreated from the higher water
level, but ultimately the area in smart-
weeds began a decrease that continued
through the 1960's. By 1976 only frag-
ments of the once extensive marsh
smartweed beds remained.
EFFECTS OF TURBIDITY
AND SEDIMENTATION
It is apparent from our studies of
wetland vegetation in Illinois Valley
lakes that fluctuating water levels, wa-
ter depth, and turbidity have been
the prime physical factors affecting its
abundance. However, fluctuating water
levels appear less responsible than
other factors for the steady reduction
in numbers of aquatic plants during
the 1960's.
A linear regression of the aver-
age weekly water level fluctuations,
15 June-12 October, for five peri-
ods (1940-1949, 1950-1959, 1960-1969,
1970-1976, and 1938-1976) shows no
significant trend in fluctuating water
levels through tlie summer months
(Table 11). Although water levels were
generally higher between 1938 and
1976, the variation among years is so
irregular that the correlation coefficient
is not significant. Moreover, during
the critical 1960's, when most of the
aquatic plants disappeared from the
Illinois Valley, the degree of summer
Table 1 1 .—Linear regression of average
weekly water levels by yearly periods at the
Havana gauge during 15 June-12 October,
1938—1976 (x = years in each period; y =
range in average weekly water level fluctua-
tions).
Years
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Table 1 2.
—
The number of Jackson Tur-
bidimeter Units (JTU's) in water samples
taken from tributary streams and the main
channel of the Illinois River, 9 August 1977,
and Lake Chautauqua, 9 May 1977.
JACKSON TURBIDIMETER UNITS
Fig. 8.—The linear relationship of Jackson
Turbidimeter Units and Secchi disk transpar-
ency in waters of the Illinois Valley.
depcsited annually was 76,414 metric
tons (84,230 tons). The sediment was
brought into Lake Chautauqua by the
Illinois River wlien it rose above the
spillway level or overtopped levees.
Sedimentation in the Illinois river
valley is particularly severe for three
reasons. (1) Clay and fine silt particles
enter the Illinois River as a result of
sheet erosion on the intensively farmed
Big Prairie region of Illinois, which is
drained by numerous tributary streams.
(2) The almost colloidal nature of the
sediments and the velocity of the trib-
utaries cause much of the sediment
load to be transported to the main
stem of the Illinois. (3) The sluggish
flow of the main channel permits a
high percentage of this sediment load
to settle in the backwater lakes.
Table 12 shows the JTU readings
near the mouths of the Spoon and
Mackinaw rivers and in the Illinois
River at Havana on 9 August 1977 and
in Lake Chautauqua as flood waters
entered it on 9 May 1977. The Spoon
Place
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Fig. 9 shows the sedimentation rates
in seven lakes above Peoria. These
lakes are lateral to the river channel,
except Upper Peoria Lake, through
which the river flows. The linear re-
gressions show a high correlation be-
tween the depth of the water and the
rate of sedimentation. Sedimentation
increases as tiie water deej>ens because
of the greater standing column of wa-
ter from which sediments precipitate.
The exceptionally high correlation co-
efficients (r) confirm this relationship.
Upper Peoria Lake has a lower sed-
imentation rate than the other lakes
because the river transports more sed-
iment through it than through lateral
lakes. At 2.1 m (7 ft), the yearly rate
of sedimentation is 0.01 m (0.056 ft)
as compared with 0.024-0.027 m (0.078-
0.090 ft) in the other lakes. The lateral
lakes are inundated during floods. Re-
duced current velocity in these lakes
allows more sediment to precipitate
than can drop out at the higher ve-
n2
locities present in LTpper Peoria Lake.
There is amazingly little difference
among the sedimentation rates in lat-
eral lakes above Peoria. Fig. 9 indi-
cates that at a water depth of 0.3 m
(1 ft) in Upper Peoria Lake wave and
ice action have an erosive effect on the
shallow margins of the lake bed and
transport bed material to other areas.
The same action has affected the shore
margins of some of the lateral lakes.
Below Peoria, sedimentation studies
were made at Rice Lake, Lake Chau-
tauqua, Anderson Lake, and Meredosia
Bay (Fig. 10). These lakes have lower
and more diverse sedimentation rates
than the upper lakes.
The differences in sedimentation
rates among lakes can be accounted
for by their relative isolation from the
river. The lakes above Peoria have
only low, narrow peninsulas of land
separating them from the river at lev-
els below flood stage. All of the lat-
eral lakes studied above Peoria have
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Fig. 9.—Linear relation-
ships between the depth of
water and the yearly rate of
sedimentation in seven bot-
tomland lakes in the upper
Illinois River valley between
Hennepin and Peoria.
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0.51, r = 0.71 -: 0.01
= CHAUTAUOUA. 1926-1976. R^ = 0.72, r = 0.85 ' 0.01
_ ANDERSON, 1903-1977, R^ = 0.56, r = 0.75 < 0.01
= MEREOOSIA, 1903-1978, R^ = 0.76, r ' 0.87 < 0.01
Fig. 10.—Linear relation-
~
ships between the depth of 2
water and the yearly rate of S
sedimentation in four bot- g
tomland lakes in the lower E
Illinois River valley between l^j
Banner and Meredosia. u-
-0.010 -I
broad inlets-outlets at their lower ends,
connecting tiieni to the river at all
stages. Hence, they are subject to sed-
imentation from river waters at all
stages above the minimum. The de-
gree of separation of lateral lakes from
the river is greater below Peoria, where
sedimentation rates among the lakes
studied are lower and more variable.
In this group, Rice Lake is the most
isolated from the river, and it has the
lowest sedimentation rate of all lakes
studied. Anderson Lake is protected
at its upper end by a large agricultural
levee and on its river side by a natural
levee 1.8 m (6 ft) above normal river
level. Meredosia Bay is partially iso-
lated from the river by an agricultural
levee at its upper end and by a broad
lateral peninsula of land that permits
little ingress of river water until the
river has risen 3 m (10 ft). Although
surrounded by levees, Lake Chautauqua
spillway elevations are 133.4 m (437.5
ft) msl, 2.2 m (7.3 ft) above normal
river level. However, water was let
into the lake through gates when pro-
jected river rises threatened to overtop
the spillways; in recent years erosion
has reduced the spillway level to 132 m
1 I I I I I
0.5 1,0 1.5 2,0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
DEPTH OF WATER IN METERS
(433 ft) msl. Once river water enters,
it is trapped in Lake Chautauqua to
a greater degree than in any natural
lake; consequently, the sedimentation
rate is higher than at Rice and Ander-
son lakes.
Data previously obtained at Upper
Peoria Lake, Lake Chautauqua, and
Meredosia Bay by the U..S. Army Corps
of Engineers, the Illinois State Water
Survey, and the State Division of Wa-
ter Resources, and data obtained by
us for 1976 ami 1978 enabled us to cal-
culate linear regressions for the two
groups of years to determine periodic
sedimentation rates (Fig. 11, 12, and
13). Sedimentation rates were appre-
ciably liigher in the more recent period
at all three lakes.
The rise in sedimentation rates in
the Illinois River valley in recent years
indicates a pronounced increase in the
sediment load of the river. The sed-
iment load appears to have increased
as a result of the intensified growing
of row crops on the waterslied of the
river and an increase in tributary
stream bank erosion.
In the early 1900's, lakes in the Illi-
nois Valley had bottom profiles that
Illinois Natural History Survey Bulletin Vol. 32,
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Pig 11.—^The linear relationship between
the yearly rate of sedimentation and the depth
of water in Upper Peoria Lake in each of two
time periods, 1903-1965 and 1966-1976.
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Pig 12.—The linear relationship between
the yearly rate of sedimentation and the depth
of water in Lake Chautauqua in each of two
time periods, 1926-1950 and 1951-1976.
presented a diversity of elevations (Fig.
14 and 15). By the mid-1970's the bot-
tom profiles had flattened into platter-
shaped basins because of the greater
deposition of sediment in the deeper
waters. Because sedimentation is dy-
namic, the amount of silt deposited
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
DEPTH OF WATER IN METERS
Fig 13.—^The linear relationship
between
the yearly rate of sedimentation and the
depth
of water in Meredosia Bay in each of
two
time periods, 1903-1956 and 1957-1978.
in a backwater lake changes as lake
depths change. Other factors (such as
the sediment load carried by the nver)
being equal, the total amount of sed-
iment deposited per year in backwater
lakes lessens as the lakes becotne shal-
lower. Inasmuch as lake beds have
different elevations, resulting in differ-
ent degrees and time spans of inunda-
tions, sedimentation rates differ from
lake to lake at comparable depths.
Table 13 shows the total amount of
sediment deposited in 11 bottomland
lakes during this century. The lakes
that were originally deepest have re-
ceived the greatest amounts of sed-
iment. The total fill is staggering,
leaving most bottomland lakes with
shallow basins that are rapidly being
filled as sediments "rain down'" from
the waters above. Because of
us
depth. Upper Peoria Lake in all like-
lihood will be the last lake remaining
in the Illinois Valley. Rice Lake prob-
ably will fill more slowly than the
other lateral lakes as a result of its dis-
tance from the river and the relatively
high elevation of its basin.
Sawmill. Billsbach, Sparland, Wight-
man, Babbs Slough, and many other
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—
Wightman, Babbs Slough,
and Rice—delineating the
bottom contours in 1903
and in 1976 or 1977.
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Tabte 13.—The total sedimentation, annual sedimentation, and average water depth in
1976 of 11 bottomland lakes in the Illinois River valley. Sediments and depths are recorded
in centimeters at normal water levels.
Lake
Span of Lake
Measurement Surface
ofSed- Elevation"
imentation msl in
in Years meters
Total
Sedimen-
tation'' in
Centimeters
Average
Sedimen-
tation
Per Year
in Centi-
meters
1976
Average
Water
Depth
in Centi-
meters
Senachwine
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variables affecting the local abundance
of waterfowl. Moreover, as will be dis-
cussed, a regression analysis of the an-
nual availability of natural food re-
sources is difficult.
It is almost impossible to quantify
seed yield, palatability, and availability
of waterfowl food plants. A study of
seed and vegetative yield by Low k
Bellrose (1944) illustrated a wide diver-
sity among species of wetland plants.
The yield of any one sp>ecies may vary
from year to year, depending upon the
growing period and competition from
weed species. Fall floods may make
seeds and other vegetative parts un-
available to dabbling ducks. Seeds pro-
duced in one year by moist-soil plants
may still be available in bottom soils
in the following year for ducks to feed
upon at times when current moist-soil
plant development is at a minimum.
Mallards obtain a large proportion of
their food from the waste corn left
after harvest (Anderson 1959) and are,
therefore, only partially influenced by
the availability of naturally occurring
foods. Many diving ducks, especially
the lesser scaup, are influenced more
by the availability of animal than
plant food. Local duck populations
are also influenced by yearly fluctu-
ations in the continental and flyway
populations of the various species.
These complex variables, combined
with the failure of vegetation maps
adequately to sample waterfowl food
plant availability, make it difficult to
compare the abundance of wetland
plants with that of waterfowl. Never-
tiieless, we have found a relationship
ijetween the abundance of wetland
plants and the abimdance of some spe-
cies of waterfowl in the Illinois Valley.
Fig. 16 shows a significant correlation
between the abundance of moist-soil
and marsh plants and the number of
pintails. Anderson's (1959) study of the
food preferences of the pintail in the
Illinois Valley pointed up the primary
importance of the seeds of moist-soil
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Fig. 16.—The linear relationship between Fig. 17.—The linear relationship between
the yearly abundance of pintails and the the yearly abundance of American green-
yearly abundance of moist-soil and marsh veg- winged teals and that of all wetland plants
etation in the Illinois River valley. in the Illinois River valley.
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plants and the secondary importance
of marsh plants in the diet of this
species.
Green-winged teal numbers were in-
fluenced by the relative abundance of
all wetland plants (Fig. 17) rather than
CO
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Fig. 18.—The linear relationship between
the yearly abundance of American wigeons
and that of aquatic plants in the Illinois River
valley.
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Fig. 19.—The linear relationship between
the yearly abundance of coots and that of
aquatic plants in the Illinois River valley.
by that of any particular plant group.
Yet a food-preferences study of these
ducks by Anderson (1959) revealed
their preference for seeds of moist-soil
plants.
As might be expected, wigeon and
coot populations were significantly cor-
related with the yearly abundance of
aquatic plants (Fig. 18 and 19). Food-
preference studies by Anderson (1959)
revealed the importance of the foliage
of coontail, sago pondweed, and other
aquatics in the diets of these species.
As sago pondweed, southern naiad,
and coontail became more abundant
in the mid-1 960's at Swan, Gilbert, and
adjacent lakes above Grafton, so did
wigeon and coot populations (Fig. 20).
The high water levels of 1965-1968
11
-I
= COOT
= WIGEON
1965 1967 1959 1971 1973 1975
YEARS
Fig. 20.—The yearly changes in coot and
wigeon abundance on Gilbert and Swan lakas,
Calhoun Unit of the Mark Twain National
Wildlife Refuge, near Grafton, Illinois. The
crash in numbers was associated with the dis-
appearance of submerged aquatic plants.
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resulted in the eradication of aquatic
plants by 1969 (as previously described)
and the consequent collapse of wigeon
and coot populations. Aquatic plants
had not recovered by 1976 and neither
had the local wigeon and coot popula-
tions (Fig. 20).
SUMMER WATER LEVELS
AND FALL WATERFOWL
ABUNDANCE
We have previously shown the cor-
relation between summer water levels
and wetland plants and that between
wetland plants and the fall abundance
of certain species of waterfowl. How-
ever, our most precise and extensive
data are on waterfowl abundance and
water levels. Our evaluation of these
factors is made on the assumption that
summer water levels, used to calculate
the Moist-Soil Water-Level Index, gov-
ern the growth of moist-soil food plants
and that they in turn affect the abun-
dance of fall waterfowl.
Fig. 21 demonstrates that the fall
populations of several species of dab-
bling ducks are reflected in the Moist-
Soil Water-Level Index. In the upper
Illinois Valley, above Peoria, only the
pintail sliowed a significant correlation
between the Moist-Soil Water-Level
Index and subsequent fall abundance.
However, four species of dabbling
ducks in the lower Illinois Valley (be-
low Peoria) had significant correlations
l)etween fall population levels and the
Moist-Soil Water-Level Index (Fig. 21).
The slopes of the linear regressions
indicate that pintail numbers re-
sponded the most dramatically when
a high Moist-Soil Water-Level Index
occurred. (The higher the index, the
longer the duration of low water.)
Wigeon and green-winged teal popula-
tions responded less to these condi-
tions, and fall blue-winged teal num-
bers responded only slightly to a high
Moist-Soil Water-Level Index.
Fall populations of the mallard, the
most abundant duck in the Illinois
Valley, did not show a significant cor-
relation with the Moist-Soil Water-
Level Index for two reasons: (1)
0.30. r 0.54 < 0.01
0.34, r = 0.59 < 0.01
700 -1
Fig. 21."—Linear relation-
ships between the abun-
dance of four species of
dabbling ducks during the
fall and the Moist-Soil Wa-
ter-Level Index in the Illinois
Valley. Upper refers to the
upper Illinois River above
Peoria, and lower refers to
the river below Peoria.
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changes in the continental abundance
of mallards from year to year masked
local population changes, and (2) the
mallard obtains much of its food from
waste grain in harvested corn fields and
is, therefore, more independent of nat-
urally occurring food resources than
are other ducks.
We employed a multiple regression
equation (z = ao + ajX + a2y) that in-
corporated the yearly continental mal-
lard population as an independent
variable, the Moist-Soil Water-Level
Index as an independent variable, and
mallard duck-day use as the dependent
variable. Fig. 22 and 23 demonstrate
that when these variables are eval-
uated, the Moist-Soil Water-Level In-
dex also influenced mallard f)opula-
tions in the Illinois Valley.
The coefficient of determination (R^)
suggests that sligluly over half of the
yearly variation in mallard numbers in
the Illinois Valley is accounted for by
variations in the size of the continental
population and the Moist-Soil Water-
Level Index. The spread among the
several Moist-Soil Water-Level Indices
points up the effects that they have on
mallard numbers in the upper and
lower Illinois Valley. As with other
dabbling ducks, the Moist-Soil Water-
Level Index illustrates the influence of
summer water levels on populations of
mallards more in the valley below Pe-
oria than above.
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Fig. 22.—Multiple re-
gression analysis of mallard
abundance in the upper Il-
linois Valley in comparison
with mallard continental
abundance and the Moist-
Soil Water-Level Index in
the upper Illinois Valley.
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Fig. 23.—Multiple re-
gression analysis of mallard
abundance in the lower Il-
linois Valley in comparison
with mallard continental
abundance and the Moist-
Soil Water-Level Index in
the lower Illinois Valley.
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We pointed out earlier that a high
Moist-Soil Water-Level Index reflects
more extensive mud flats and hence
more moist-soil plant food resources in
the lower valley. Therefore, it is not
surprising that dabbling ducks respond
more to low water levels in the lower
than in the upper Illinois Valley.
We found no significant correla-
tion between the Moist-Soil Water-
Level Index and the abimdance of
diving ducks in the Ilhnois Valley.
Studies of the food preferences of the
several species of divers—lesser scaup,
canvasback, ring-necked duck, and
ruddy duck—by Anderson (1959) re-
\ealed that in the Illinois Valley they
feed primarily on animal life. The
effect of change in the abundance of
a staple animal food item on diving
duck abundance will be discussed later.
FALL WATER LEVELS
In the flat-basined lakes of the Illi-
nois River valley, slight rises in fall
water levels are advantageous in inun-
dating moist-soil plant beds so that
their seeds can be used by ducks. How-
ever, if the river rises too high, the
moist-soil plant beds are covered too
deeply for dabbling ducks to use their
seed resources effectively. On the
other hand, when waters remain low
during the fall, tens of thousands of
ducks can be observed feeding on mud
flats and in shallow water early in the
season. Examination of soil samples
from these habitats reveals little an-
imal life but multitudes of seeds of
moist-soil plants that have been de-
posited in earlier years. It is assumed.
therefore, that previous crops of moist-
soil plant seeds are being consumed.
It was within this context that we
analyzed the effect of fall water levels
on fall popidations of dabbling ducks
in the lower Illinois Valley. Water
levels were averaged yearly from 1949
to 1976 for the period 1 October-1 De-
cemlier, using the Havana gauge read-
ings. These average fall water levels
were compared, using a regression anal-
ysis, to the yearly fall waterfowl pop-
idations of several dabbling duck
species (Table 14). The coefficient of
determination (R-) implies that fall
water levels accounted for about 16
percent of the yearly variation in fall
popidations of mallards and green-
winged teals, and for 6-8 percent of
such variation in the abundance of
pintails, blue-winged teals, and wigeon.
In all these species (slope column, Ta-
ble 14) the numbers of dabbling ducks
decline when water levels rise above
normal during the fall. Normal water
level is considered to be at the tree
line, and feeding conditions become
unfavorable for dabbling ducks when
this level is exceeded.
WATER LEVELS IN
RELATION TO THE
DURATION OF STAY
OF DUCKS
The Icngtli of time a duck pauses in
fall migration in the Illinois Valley is
dependent upon several factors: (1)
weather conditions, (2) shooting pres-
sure and other disturbances, and (3)
availai)ility of food. Here we discuss
only the availability of food—as re-
Table 14.—Average fall water levels" each year in relation to fall abundance of dabbling
ducks in the lower Illinois Valley, 1949-1976.
Species
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fleeted by summer and fall water lev-
els—in relation to the duration of stay
of ducks.
A comparison of the peak weekly
number of ducks observed with the
number of duck-days each fall, 1949-
1976 (Table 15), shows how long each
particular population inhabits the Illi-
nois Valley. The ratio of the mean
peak number of ducks to the mean
number of duck-days varies from 13.3
to 27.8 among different species and
time periods (Table 15). In most in-
stances the ratio of means varies be-
tween 19.6 (for tiie wigeon) and 22.5
(for the mallard). The implication is
that during the fall season the number
of duck-days equals about 21 times the
number of ducks present at the peak
of migration. Theoretically, if there
were but one flight in and out of
the valley, similar maximum numbers
would occur over a 21 -day period.
However, because there are numerous
flights of ducks arriving at and depart-
ing from the valley, the result is a
period of increase followed by a period
of decline. The chronology of fall
duck populations assumes the shape of
a bell curve (Bellrose 1944). Omitting
the tails of the curve, the base roughly
embraces the following number of days
for these species: mallard 60, pintail
55, green-winged teal 60, wigeon 50,
lesser scaup 55, ring-necked duck 55.
and canvasback 55 (Bellrose, unpub-
lishetl data).
An earlier analysis of mallard recov-
ery data from bandings in the Illinois
Valley led to the conclusion that fall
migrants remain for 16-28 days, de-
pending upon which of several sources
of data was deemed the most reliable
(Bellrose & Crompton 1970). On the
basis of the earlier band recovery study,
we interpret the 22.5 ratio of means for
mallards (Table 15) as reflecting the
average length of time migrating ducks
remain during the fall in the Illinois
Valley. Henceforth we refer to this
ratio of mean peak number of ducks
to mean duck-days in the fall as the
Duration of Stay Index.
We surmised that between 1949 and
1976 almost all of the migrating ducks
listed in Table 15 inhabited the Illi-
nois \'alley for similar periods of time,
centering on 21 days. As shown by the
standard deviation and range, the Du-
ration of Stay Index varied by year.
The variation among the years is
least for the mallard and progressively
higher for the green-winged teal, pin-
tail, and wigeon.
We believe that some part of the
yearly variation in tlie Duration of
Stay Index results from the changing
a\ailability of native food resources.
Beyond affecting peak numbers, food
a\ai!abilitv undoubteillv also influences
Table 15.—A comparison of the mean peak number of ducks recorded each year with
the mean number of duck-days in the fall, 1949—1976.
Species
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the duration of time that a g^ven seg-
ment of a duck population spends in
the \alley. As previously discussed,
summer water levels determine the de-
velopment of moist-soil duck food, and
fall water levels determine their avail-
ability.
Multiple regression coefficients (Ta-
ble 16) compare increases in summer
water levels as expressed by a decrease
in the Moist-Soil Water-Level Index
and increases in fall water levels (inde-
pendent variables) with the Duration
of Stay Index (dependent variable) for
four species of dabbling ducks. The
coefficient of determination (R^) im-
plies that rising summer and fall wa-
ter levels had the greatest adverse ef-
fect on the green-winged teal, with
progressively lessening influence on
pintails, wigeons, and mallards.
The regression coefficients, Moist-
Soil Water-Level Index (aj) and yearly
average fall water levels (32), imply
that rises in smrimer water levels were
more adverse than rises in fall water
levels for the duration of stay by mal-
lards and green-winged teals. But high
fall water levels had the greater adverse
effect on the pintail and wigeon Du-
ration of Stay Indices.
Because of its small size and short
neck, we would expect that the green-
winged teal among dabbling ducks
would have the greatest difficulty in
feeding when water levels are high.
Low simimer water levels are needed
either to produce the seeds of moist-
Table 16.—Multiple regression coefficients
of the Duration of Stay Index in relation to
summer and fall water levels in the Illinois
Valley, 1949-1976.
Species
r
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becoming more prevalent for large
numbers of waterfowl that arrive one
night to leave the following night be-
cause of food shortages.
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
AND CONSIDERATIONS
The prohibition of baiting in the
mid-1930's greatly reduced the duck
Table 17.—Duck clubs
acres/hectare).
in the Illinois River valley. Area figures are in hectares (2.471
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kill by private clubs in the Illinois
River valley (Bellrose 1944). It became
necessary for chicle clubs to develop al-
ternative sources of duck food if they
were to continue to enjoy a semblance
of quality hunting. Although waste
corn left after harvest by mechanical
pickers temporarily filled the food re-
cjuirements of mallards, their field feed-
ing was not necessarily conducive to
good hunting in bottomland lake
habitats.
Consequently, in the late I930's the
more alert and affluent duck clubs be-
gan constructing levees to provide ad-
equate water control, the key to in-
creasing the growth of waterfowl food
plants. World War II interrupted this
development, but in subsequent years
more and more tracts of bottomland
have been brought under some degree
of low-water control.
A questionnaire sent in September
1978 to 219 duck clubs in the Illinois
Valley [those of the 252 clubs owning
more than 16 ha (40 acres)] elicited in-
formation on impoiuided areas. About
one-third of the lands controlled by
private clubs have levees or other
structures that permit a degree of wa-
ter control (Table 17). The heights of
the levees, as reported in the question-
Fig. 25.—Beds of Japanese millet sown from a light aircraft on mud flats by a duck club
to attract waterfowl. To make seeds available for dabbling ducks, millet beds are flooded dur-
ing the fall.
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naire, varied from 0.9 to 1.8 m (3-6
ft). Although not high enough to keep
out most spring floods, these structures
are adequate to prevent flooding by
many (Ijiit not all) rises during the
summer.
Fig. 26.—Duck club impoundment on Goose Lake, north of Havana, where moist-soil duck
food plants volunteered following dewatering.
Table 18.—^Waterfowl lands under state and federal ownership in the Illinois River valley,
with the area of impoundments subject to or available for dewatering. Area figures are in
hectares (2.471 acres/hectare).
Location
State or
Federal
Ownership
Total
Area
Water
Area
Percent
Area Subject of Water
to AVater Area with
Level Control \Vater Level
Conlrol
Lake Depue
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Tlie (luck chibs use some of the im-
[jouiKlnients to grow corn that matures
in 90 clays, sorghum, buckwheat, or a
combination (Fig. 24). However, most
impoundments are used to develop
moist-soil vegetation; either Japanese
millet seed is broadcast on mud flats,
or native plants are permitted to
volunteer and grow naturally (Fig. 25).
An increasing number of clubs are re-
lying at least to some degree on nature
to provide food from volunteer native
species (Fig. 26).
State and federal waterfowl areas i.i
the Illinois Valley have also been de-
veloped to provide control of water
levels in the summer and fall. Data
in Table 18 show the areas of im-
poundments on state and federal pub-
lic shooting grounds and refuges.
Nearly 20 percent of the government
areas have water management, a lower
proportion than the 33.8 percent of
private duck clubs.
The degree to which these low
levees permit dewatering in summer
and flooiling in the fall depends upon
their height. The percentages of the
years 1938-1976 in which water would
have overtop])e(l a particular elevation
on liie Henry gauge, Peoria Pool, be-
tween 15 July and 15 October were
cakulateti from average gauge readings
and are sliown in Fig. 27. Similar data
are shown for the Havana gauge, La
Grange Pool (Fig. 28). To correct for
locations upstream from the respective
gauges, add 1.3 cm/km (0.8 inch/mile);
downstream, subtract 1.3 cm/km.
At Henry any levee elevation up to
134.7 m (442 ft) msl would be over-
topped about 1 year in every 3, and
at 135.3 m (444 ft) msl, 1 year in every
5. Overtopping 132.1 m (433.3 ft) msl
levees on the Havana gauge has oc-
curred about every other year, and
133.3-m (437.3-ft) msl levees were over-
topped I year in every 5. The La
Fig. 27.—^The percentage
of years, 1938-1976, that
water levels would have over-
topped a levee of given ele-
vation on the Henry gauge
in the Peoria Pool from 15
July to 15 October.
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Grange Pool is subject to more fre-
quent flooding than the Peoria Pool
because of tlie entrance of the Mack-
inaw and Spoon rivers below Peoria.
The lower tlie levee, the lower its
initial cost and subsequent mainte-
nance costs. Shallow waters limit the
size of waves; as waters deepen, waves
grow, as do their erosive effects on
levees. Once flood waters overtop
levees, their erosive force is dimin-
ished. Consequently, in determining
the height of a levee, two opposing
factors must be considered: The
higher a levee, the more it will cost
to build and maintain, but the more
summer floods (15 July-15 October)
it will exclude. To atteinpt to exclude
summer floods in all years would be
unrealistic.
DISCUSSION
The degradation of bottomland lakes
in the Illinois Valley by sedimenta-
tion has adversely affected waterfowl.
Aquatic and marsh vegetation declinetl
almost to the point of extinction dur-
ing the middle years of the study pe-
riod (1938-1976). In the last decade,
only remnant beds of the most tolerant
plants—American lotus, river bulrush,
and marsh smartweed—have persisted.
Of all aquatic and marsh plants in the
Midwest, these species are the best
adapted to fluctuating water levels and
turbidity. Unfortunately, they are poor
duck foods. American lotus seeds are
too hard to be palatable to most ducks
(Bellrose & Anderson 194.S). River bul-
rush and marsh smartweed produce
little seed under the existing harsh con-
ditions—even less than the yield re-
ported earlier by Low &: Bellrose
(1944).
Aquatic and marsh plants used as
food by waterfowl disappeared from
the bottomland lakes of the Illinois
Valley either because of altered water
levels or because of increased turbidity.
Altered water levels were of local im-
portance, but turbidity increases were
widespreail and far more significant.
Turbidity increased because of in-
creased sedimentation. According to a
study by Jackson S; Starrett (1959:166),
waves produced by winds and move-
ments of rough fish resuspended the
fine bottom sediments. They con-
cluded, "Tlie rcsuspension of sediment
particles, which were originally carried
and deposited in the lake by flood wa-
ters of the Illinois River, caused the
high turbidities at Lake Chautauqua.'"
Stall & Melsted (1951) reported that
although the largest sediment particles
at Lake Chautauqua began to settle
soon after disturbance ceased, much of
tlie sediment took from 7 to 12 davs to
settle to the bottom.
Studies of sedimentation in bottom-
land lakes by Stall & Melsted (1951),
Lee et al. (1976 unpublished), Lee k
Stall (1976 unpublished), and by us
demonstrate that these lakes are filling
with sediment at an alarming rate. On
three lakes—LIpper Peoria, Chautau-
(lua, ami Meredosia—analyses of two
different time periods show that the
annual rate of sedimentation at a
given water depth has increased. Be-
cause in two of the three lakes the
earlier period (which showed a lower
.sedimentation rate) included more
years, the sediments deposited in this
period have been buried more deeply
than more rcceiulv deposited sediments
and thus may have been subjected to
a gieater degree of compaction (Davit!
L. Gross, Illinois State Geological Sur-
vey, personal communication). How-
ever, compaction alone cannot explain
the great differences between the two
perioils' sedimentation rates. Hence,
we conchule that streams tributary to
the Illinois River are now transporting
more sediment into the main channel
than they previously did.
Sediment tends to make lake bottoms
more uniform because more material
is deposited on deep tiian on shallow
bottoms. Whereas at the turn of the
century bottomland lake beds had di-
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versified depths, they now invariably
slope almost imperceptibly from shore
to renter. At normal water level, av-
erage depths at the centers of 1 1 bot-
tomland lakes now vary from 10.2 to
109.2 cm (4-43 inches) with a mean of
47.2 cm (18.6 inches). When water
levels are at the margins of the wooded
shorelines, it takes little additional
reduction in water levels to expose
large sections of the lake basins as mud
flats. When water level reductions oc-
cur in early summer (up to 15 July),
black willows, cottonwoods, and soft
maples volunteer and grow rapidly on
the newly exposed mud flats. In an
amazingly short span of years, what
had once been part of the lake basin
accrues to the bottomland forest and
is lost as potential mud flats for the
development of moist-soil waterfowl
food plants.
During the period 1933-1976, over
1.376 ha (3,400 acres) of water surface
(4.2 percent of the total lake acreage)
in the bottomland lakes below Spring
Valley were lost to sedimentation. The
bottomlaml forest invaded as the wa-
ter surface shrank (Bellrose et al.
1977): this process is continiung at an
accelerating rate. Lee Sc Stall (1976 un-
published) predicted that in 33 years
sedimentation will entirely fill the
basin of Lake Depue.
Lee (1976 luipublished) studied the
filling of Lake C^hautauqua by .sedi-
ment and concluded that its life ex-
pectancy was 92 years. At Meredosia
Bay, Lee et al. (1976 unpublished) re-
ported that sediment will fill the lake
in 90 years. Because Peoria Lake is
cpiite deep and the Illinois River flows
through it, Peoria Lake will be the last
lake in the valley to become extinct
from sedimentation.
The loss of aquatic and marsh duck
food plants combined with the ever-
sliallower bodies of water have caused
private duck clubs, the Illinois Depart-
ment of Conservation, and the U.S.
Fish and AVildlife .Service to turn in-
creasingly to dewatering as a method
of producing moist-soil vegetation for
duck food.
The dewatering technique requires
that mud flats be exposed for 70 90
days between 15 July and 15 October.
Dewatering can be accomplished either
by below-normal river levels during
this time span or by managers' pump-
ing out excess water. Small levees
must isolate the managed unit from
the river to minimize minor river fluc-
tuations and to impound waters for in-
undating moist-soil plant beds after 1
October. Our studies show that the
more complete the separation of back-
water areas from the river, the better
the development of waterfowl food
plants.
Under the most favorable summer
water levels, a maximum of 44 percent
of the 28,329 ha (70,000 acres) in lake
basins of the Illinois Valley would be
available for moist-soil plant develop-
ment. Because small summer water
rises frequently reflood mud flats,
moist-soil plant development is usually
limited to between 3 and 20 percent
of the basin area in the valley. How-
ever, each year additional acreage is
being brought under some degree of
water level control by private duck
clubs and the Illinois Department of
Conservation, thereby increasing the
potential area available for moist-soil
plant development.
Although a number of marsh man-
agers in the Illinois Valley sow agri-
cultural crops on the drier sites and
Japanese millet on the wetter sites, it
is doubtful whether this practice is
justified. Most volunteer moist-soil
plants are used intensively by water-
fowl, which find them highly palatable
(Bellrose & Anderson 1943). Cockle-
bur is the most important exception,
but this "weed" species can be con-
trolled by a brief reflooding.
Other species of moist-soil plants of
value as duck fooil are more tolerant
of temporary flooding than is cockle-
bur. All moist-soil plant species con-
sidered in this study perish when com-
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pletely inundated. However, after ger-
mination and early growth on mud
flats, some species continue to grow
with the basal part of their stems in
water. Rice cutgrass and Walter's mil-
let are species most tolerant of pro-
longed basal inundation.
It is imperative that the moist-soil
waterfowl food resources of the valley
be enhanced. This enhancement can
only be accomplished through more
extensive construction of low levees,
which, in conjunction with the use of
pumps, will enable lakes or parts of
lakes to be dewatered during the sum-
mer and flooded during the fall.
Over the past four decades, mallards
have been able to obtain a large pro-
portion of their food from waste corn
in harvested fields (Anderson 1959).
However, fall plowing and reduced
waste grain, stemming from more ef-
ficient combines and new plant va-
rieties, have reduced the availability
of corn to mallards. No doubt im-
provements in harvest equipment and
plant varieties will continue to de-
crease the availability of waste grain.
Therefore, if mallard populations are
to be maintained at current levels, the
native food resources will have to be
enhanced. Because water turbidity sup-
presses the .growth of aquatic duck food
plants in the Illinois Valley, the de-
velopment of moist-soil plant resources
provides the only feasible means of ac-
complishing tliis objective.
Under present cultural practices,
farmlands of the Illinois River basin
will continue to be subject to severe
sheet erosion, tributaries will continue
to transport soil particles into the Il-
linois River, and turbidity and sed-
imentation will continue to degrade
and fill the shallow bottomland lakes.
If the degradation of wildlife values
of tlie Illinois Valley is to be min-
imized, present levels of soil erosion
must be reduced. The single most ef-
fective means of accomplishing this
goal would be the adoption of min-
imum tillage practices on slopes de-
voted to open row crops. Slopes that
erode severely should be restricted to
small grain, hay crops, or permanent
pastures.
Stream bank erosion also merits at-
tention. In the last decade, the re-
moval of trees and other woody vegeta-
tion from hiuiilreds of miles of stream
banks has greatly accelerated soil loss.
A protective "green belt" is needed
along tributary stream banks if this
source of sediment is to be reduced.
Unless stern measures are taken in
the near future, the lateral bottomland
lakes of the Illinois River are doomed
to early extinction.
SUMMARY
1.—The Ijottomland (backwater) lakes
of the Illinois River valley embrace
about 28,500 ha (70,000 acres) and at-
tract hundreds of thousands of water-
fowl during their fall and spring mi-
grations. All of these backwater lakes
except Peoria Lake are lateral to the
river channel.
2.—The Illinois River occupies a val-
ley much older than the n^er itself as
a result of a series of unique geological
events. This valley in essence was the
Mississippi River valley before the
Wisconsinan glaciation. Its bottom-
land lakes developed because the river's
remarkably low rate of fall resulted in
its aggrading rather than degrading.
3.—Unfortunately, the very principles
of setlimentation that created the lakes
also set the stage for their extinction.
Under pristine conditions this extinc-
tion would have taken hundreds, per-
haps tliousands, of years, but man.
through intensive use of the land, has
greatly accelerated the process.
4.—Aquatic and terrestrial habitats
of the Illinois Valley liave suffered a
series of cataclysmic events since 1900:
first, a permanent rise in water level
from water diverted from Lake Mich-
igan; second, the draining of more
I
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than half of the 161,878-ha (400,000-
acre) floodplain through the construc-
tion of levees and pumping stations;
third, an upsurge in untreated urban
and industrial pollution during the
1920's; fourth, the creation of a 2.7-m
(9-ft) channel and its attendant naviga-
tion dams in the 1930's; and fifth, an
acceleration in sedimentation rates fol-
lowing World War II, apparently re-
sulting from an increase in the amount
of open row crops grown within the
basin.
5.—Waterfowl food plant resources
have been dramatically altered by the
many changes wrought by man. Fac-
tors that have directly affected the spe-
cies composition and abundance of the
wetland plants are (1) fluctuating water
levels, (2) water turbidity, (3) water
depth, and (4) competition between
plant species.
6.—Fluctuating river levels adversely
affect the development of aquatic and
marsh vegetation on those bottomland
lakes connected with tlie river at all
stages. In the early years of the study,
the more the lakes were separated from
the river, the more extensive were their
aquatic and marsh plant beds.
7.—During the earlier years of the
study, aquatic and marsh plants disap-
peared from those lakes connected
with the river at all water stages (and
thus subject to water-level fluctuations).
During the later years of the study,
aquatic plants disappeared and the
area of marsh plants greatly declined
in all lakes, even in those enjoying a
degree of separation from the river and
minimal water-level fluctuations. In-
creases in water turbidity and bottom
softness, stemming from sedimentation,
appear to be responsible.
S.—However, low levees and pumps
have increasingly been used to dewater
all or part of the lake basins. This
procedure controls small summer fluc-
tuations and exposes mud flats for the
development of moist-soil plants be-
tween 15 July and 15 October. Moist-
soil plants—millets, smartweeds, nut-
grasses, rice cutgrass, water hemp, and
teal grass—produce an abundance of
seed palatable to many species of ducks.
Low summer water levels permit or
expedite dewatering. Summer rises
that overtop low levees usually destroy
moist-soil plant beds.
9.—Sedimentation is rapidly filling
in the bottomland lakes of the Illinois
Valley, reducing their size, degrading
water quality, and minimizing the di-
versity of bottom depths. The fine
silts and clays deposited on the bottoms
when river waters invade bottomland
lakes are readily resuspended by wave
action and the activity of rough fish.
The consecjuent turbidity reduces the
euphotic zone to such a shallow depth
that aquatic plants can no longer sur-
\i\c. Marsh ]jlants have difficulty main-
taining footings as bottom soils become
softer.
10.—.Sedimentation occins at a higher
rate in deep water than in shallow wa-
ter. Thus, most lakes now possess a uni-
form bottom instead of the turn-of-the-
century variation in liottom depths.
(Peoria Lake, through which the river
channel passes, is an exception.) Lake
basins are now platter shaped. Esti-
mated life expectancies are 33 years
for Lake Depue, 92 years for Lake
Chaiuauqua, and 90 years for Mere-
tlosia Bay.
11.—The abundance of certain spe-
cies of waterfowl in the Illinois Valley
is related to the abimdance of native
food resources. Among the dabbling
ducks, the size of fall populations of
the pintail, green-winged teal, and wi-
geon correlated with the abundance
of wetland plants. Mallards feed ex-
tensively on waste grain in harvested
fields, but even so, when annual vari-
ations in the continental mallard pop-
ulation were taken into account, moist-
soil plant ai)undance influenced the
abundance of mallards. Diving duck
popidations were unrelated to wetland
plant abundance. However, when a
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catastrophic loss of fingernail clams oc-
curred, diving duck numbers crashed.
Neither this food resource nor the pop-
ulation of diving ducks has recovered
in the ensuing two decades.
12.—Fall river levels determine the
depths in bottomland lakes and thus
the availability of moist-soil plant
foods. If the river is low and mud
flats are exposed, moist-soil plant seeds
will be unavailable to waterfowl. If, on
the other hand, the river is high and
mud flats are too deeply submerged,
the result is the same. The higher the
fall rise in water, the greater the re-
duction in numbers of green-winged
teal, with the same influence to a lesser
degree on pintails, wigeons, and
mallards.
13.—As a result of the disappearance
of aquatic plants and the prohibition
of baiting, private duck clubs, the Illi-
nois Department of Conservation, and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service have
placed increasing emphasis on con-
trolled dewatering of wetland hab-
itats. Private duck clubs control 23,198
ha (57,320 acres) of land and water in
the Illinois Valley and have 6,723 ha
(16,612 acres) under varying degrees of
low water level control. State and fed-
eral agencies control 15,644 ha (38,656
acres) and have 4,688 ha (11,585 acres)
under similar water-level management.
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LIST OF COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES
With few exceptions the classification of the plants follows Gray's New Manual of Botany,
seventh edition. The waterfowl classification follows Bellrose's Ducks, Geese and Swans of North
America, second edition.
PLANTS
Algae
Cattail
Giant bur-reed
Pondweeds
Longleaf pondweed
Leafy pondweed
Sago pondweed
Southern naiad (also
called bushy pond-
weed)
Arrowleaf (also called
arrowhead)
Duck potato
Waterwced (also called
elodea)
Wild celery
Teal grass (also called
love grass)
Rice cutgrass
Wild rice
Wild millet (also called
duck millet, barn-
yard grass)
Japanese millet
Walter's millet
Sorghum
Com
Soybeans
Nutgrasses
American bulrush
Softstem bulrush (also
called roundstem
bulrush)
Hardstem bulrush
River bulrush
Spike rush
Duckweeds
Pickerel weed
Water stargrass (also
called mud plantain)
Black willow
Cottonwood
Pin oak
Pecan
Buckwheat
Chlorophyceae
Typha laiifolia, T.
angustifolia
Sparganium
eurycarpum
Potamogeton spp.
Potamogeton nodosus
Potamogeton foliosus
Potamogeton
pectinatus
Najas guadalupensis
Sagitlaria calycina
(formerly Lophoto-
carpus calycinus)
Sagittaria latifolia
Anacharis canadensis
Vallisneria americana
Eragrostis hypnoides
Leers ia oryzoides
Zizania aquatica
Echinochloa crusgalli
Echinochloa
frumentacea
Echinochloa walteri
Sorghum bicolor
Zea mays
Glycine max
Cyperns spp.
Scirpus americanus
Scirpus validus
Scirpus acutus
Scirpus fiuviatilis
Eleocharis palustris
Spirodela polyrhiza,
Lemna spp.
Pontederia cordata
Heleranlhera dubia
Salix nigra
Populus delloides
Quernis palustris
Carya illinoensis
fagopyrum
esculenlum
Nodding smartweed
Marsh smartweed
Largeseed smartweed
Swamp smartweed
Water hemp (also
called pigweed, hog
weed)
Coontail
Yellow pond lily
White water lily
American lotus
Soft maple (also called
silver maple)
Marsh mallow
Cocklebur
Spanish needles
ANIMALS
Mollusca
Fingernail clams
Fish
Carp
Birds
Wood duck
American wigeon
American green-
winged teal
Mallard
Pintail
Blue-winged teal
Canvasback
Ring-necked duck
Lesser scaup
Ruddy duck
Coot
Polygonum
lapathifolium
Polygonum coccineum
(formerly muhlen-
bergii)
Polygonum
pennsylvanicum
Polygonum
hydropiperoides
Amaranthus tuber-
culatus (formerly
Acnida luberculata)
Ceratophyllum
demersum
Nuphar luteum
(formerly Nymphaea
advene)
Nymphaea tuberosa
(formerly Castalia
tuberosa)
Nelumbo lutea
Acer saccharinum
Hibiscus militaris
Xanthium spp.
Bidens spp.
Sphaeiiidae
Cyprinus carpio
A ix sponsa
Anas americana
Anas crecca
carolinensis
Anas platyrhynchos
platyrhynchos
Anas acuta acuta
Anas discors
Aythya valisineria
Aylh\a cotlaris
Aythya affinis
Oxyura jamaicensis
rubida
Fulica americana
ss
INDEX
Algae, 4, 41
Aquatic plants, 3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 18, 20, 21,
22, 23, 27, 28, 36, 37, 46, 47, 48
American lotus, 14, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28,
46
coontail, 3, 4, 18, 21, 22, 23, 27. 28, 36
longleaf pondweed, 20, 22, 23
pondweeds, 4, 18, 22, 27
sago pondweed, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28, 36
southern naiad, 18, 22, 23, 36
wateivveed, 18
white water lily, 22, 23, 27
wild celery, 4
B
Banks (natural levees), 1, 2, 10, 18, 31
Big Bend, 1
Bottomland forest, 3
black willow, 27, 28, 47
Cottonwood, 47
pecan, 4
pin oak, 4
soft maple, 47
Bottomland lakes, evaluation ot. 1, 2
classes, 9, 14, 18
class I, 9, 14, 18, 20
class II, 9, 14, 18, 20
class III, 9, 14, 18
class IIIA, 9, 18, 20, 21, 22
class IIIB, 9, 18, 20
class IV, 9
Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge {see also
Lake Chautauqua), 21
Chicago (Metropolitan) Sanitary District, 3, 4
Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, 3, 4
Coot, 36, 37
Corn (waste), 34, 35, 38, 41, 43, 45, 48
Des Plaines River, 1
Dcwatering, 9, 10, 12, 18, 41, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48
Diversion (water from Lake Michigan), 3, 4,
12
Duck clubs, 9, 43, 45, 47
Duck-day use, 8, 9, 38, 40, 41
Ducks, dabbling, 20, 35, 37, 39, 41
blue-winged teal, 37, 39
green-winged teal, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41
mallard, 4, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 48
pintail, 35, 37, 39, 40, 41
wigeon, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41
wood duck, 4
Ducks, diving, 35, 39, 41
canvasback, 39, 40, 41
lesser scaup, 35, 39, 40, 41
ring-necked duck, 39, 40
ruddy duck, 39
Duration of Stay Index, 40, 41
Fall plowing, 48
I'iiigernail clams, 41
Floods, effect of, 22, 23, 46
Glaciation, Wisconsinan,
Green-belt, 48
Growth-period index, 8
History
geological, 1
hinnan, 2, 3
H
Illinois Department of Conservation, 9, 47
Kankakee River, 1
Lake
Anderson, 6, 23, 27, 30, 31
Babbs (Slough), 6, 32
Billsbach, 6, 32
Chautauqua, 6, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 46,
47
Cuba Island, 22
Depue, 34, 47
Douglas, 23
Flat, 22, 23
Gilbert, 22, 36
Mcredosia (Bay), 6, 30, 31, 34, 46, 47
Peoria (Upper), 6, 8, 24, 29, 30, 31, 32, 46, 47
Rice, 6, 22, 23, 30, 31, 32
Sawmill, 6, 32
Scnachwine, 6
Sparland, 6, 32
Spring, 9, 23, 27
Swan (Flat), 8, 22, 23, 36
Thompson, 3
Wightman, 6, 32
Lake-bottom profile(s), 31
Lake Michigan, 3, 4, 12
Lcvcc and drainage districts, 4
Levee elevations, 9, 45, 46, 47, 48
M
Mackinaw River, 29, 46
Mark Twain National Wildlife Refuge, 8, 22
Marsh plants, 3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 21, 23, 35, 36, 46,
47
duck potato, 14, 18, 20, 21, 23
marsh smartwced, 14, 18, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28,
46
pickerel weed, 18, 27
river bulrush, 14, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 46
wild rice, 18, 27
Memphis Datum, 6
Minimum tillage, 48
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Mississippi River, 1, 12, 22
Moist-soil plants, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 18, 20, 21,
23, 35, 37, 39, 41, 45, 47, 48
arrowleat, 18, 20
cocklebur, 18, 47, 48
Japanese millet, 18, 20, 45, 47
largeseed smartweed, 18
nodding smartweed, 18
nutgrasses, 18, 20
rice cutgrass, 18, 20, 22, 48
Spanish needles, 18
teal grass, 18, 20
Walter's millet, 18, 20, 48
water hemp, 18, 20
wild millet, 18, 20
Moist-Soil Water-Level Index, 8, 9, 20, 21, 37,
38, 39, 41
Mud flat(s), 8, 12, 18, 20, 21, 39, 41, 45, 47, 48
N
Navigation dams, 1, 3, 4, 12, 13
Alton, 4, 12, 22
Brandon Road, 12
Copperas Creek, 3
Dresden Island, 12
Henry, 3
La Grange, 3, 4, 12, 13, 45
Lockport, 12
Marseilles, 12
Peoria, 3, 4, 12, 13, 20, 23, 45, 46
Starved Rock, 4, 12
Plankton, 3, 27
Plant competition, 9, 18, 22, 23, 35
Pollution
domestic, 27
urban, 4
River gauges
Havana, 8, 12, 45
Henry, 8, 12, 45
Sedimentation (rates), 1, 4, 6, 9, 23, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 34, 46, 47, 48
Seeds
availability, 39, 48
maturity, 12, 18
preference, 36, 46
production, 20, 41, 48
yield, 35
Soil erosion, 29, 34, 48
bank, 31, 48
Spoon River, 2, 29, 46
Surface area
bottomland lakes, 4, 48
row crops, 34, 45, 48
soybeans, 34
Turbidity {see water transparency)
u
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 9, 47
Vegetation maps, 8
w
Water depth(s), 6, 9, 20, 23, 24, 27, 28, 47
Waterfowl areas
federal, 45
state, 45
Waterfowl censuses, 8
Water-level index, 8
Water levels, 12, 13
fall, 39, 40. 41, 48
fluctuation, 9, 12, 20, 23, 28, 46
stability, 14, 27
summer, 39, 40, 41, 47
Water-Stability Index, 9, 21, 22
Water transparency, 3
fish activity (effect of), 28, 46
Jackson Turbidity Unit QTU), 28, 29
Secchi disk, 27, 28
turbidity, 9, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 46, 48
wave action (effect of), 28, 46
Waterway (9-foot), 4
Wooded shoreline (vegetation line), 7, 8, 39, 47
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